Team Jewel & Gem presents

12 new chindogus to make your life a little easier
Live in a cold climate? Having problems with steamy glasses when you enter a warm room?

- Combine glasses with blow dryers! Just push the button and your glasses will be clean in max 1 sek.
Working gloves with scissors

Working with renovating or building stuff and the scissors are never where they should be?

- Use our combo of working gloves with built-in scissors and you will never have to search again.
Cigarette lighter with placeholder for chewing gum (yup :-)

Having problem with your partner not fancying your breath because of your smoking habits?
- Enter the cigarette lighter with a placeholder for chewing gum that will keep your breath minty fresh!
Your partner does not like that you read in bed at midnight?

- The solution is glasses with reading lights with blindfolds on the side to not disturb missus or mister. And you can enjoy reading your book all night long.
Cake slicer with a built-in pen as the handle

Having problems with kids eating too much of the cake at parties leaving your precious one without a slice?

- The cake slicer with built-in pen as the handle will enable you to shovel slices of cake to the kids while taking notes at the same time.
Wedding ring with built-in wireless receiver for calendar reminder

Having problems remembering your anniversary? Hubby getting pissed off at you and divorce is looming…

- Use the wedding ring with built-in wireless receiver for calendar reminder and you will live happily ever after
Tape roller with rubber bands

Never having long enough rubber bands?

- Try the tape roller with rubber bands and you will be able to choose the length of your rubber bands.
Scraping tree for your cat and chair to sit in for you

Live in a small apartment and those big clumsy scratching posts take up too much space?

- Then the scratching post chair is the perfect solution! No more ruined furniture!
Toothbrush with built-in paste

Trying to travel light or wanting to skip sticky tooth paste tubes?

- Our new product is a toothbrush with built-in toothpaste. Just click the button on the handle to get a dose of paste emerging from the root of the brush.
Cup with napkin holder - a cupkin

Sweating over lipstick on your favourite tea mug?

- Fret and sweat no more. Our cupkin will solve this problem for you. Continue using your favourite lipstick while drinking tea. Just move the napkin up along the cup to wipe your lips...
Broom combined with a dustpan

Having problems handling too many cleaning items when cleaning your house?

- The broom combined with a dustpan is helping you with not only brooming the floor but also with collecting the dust and residues at the same time.
Toaster passing jelly on your bread

Being lazy in the mornings?

- We can make a toaster that passes the jelly directly on your bread. The toaster holds a spatula with jelly above the toaster. When the toast jumps from the toaster it will move alongside the jelly and will be ready to eat. Want butter as well, just flip the spatula first.
Thanks for the cooperation!

Franceska, Carina and Maria came up with the ideas.

Special thanks goes to Maria for the drawings and Carina's hubby Kenneth who came up with the gloves and the scrape tree.